EQUIPMENT

COUNT LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

AUDIO
11

Lower Level: 6 on East Wing, 5 on West
Wing.

Avante A15 monitor speakers. The speakers are sperated by each wing of the
lower level to the soundboard. All speakers are on sticks. XLR daisy chained
wired back to the sound board.

4

Lower Level: 2 on East Wing, 2 on West
Wing.

Avante A18S Sub speakers. Seperated by the east and west wing of the
building. XLR daisy chain wired back to the soundboard.

4

Penthous: 2 speakers in the bar room. One Avante AS8 Tower and Sub speakers. Mobile with Bluetooth connectivity, Aux
speaker in the back left corner and one in input, Mic input, and can connect multiple speakers together daisy chaining
the back right corner away from the
XLR.
elevator.
Tobin Suite: 1 speaker in the
back of the library.
Main Hall: 1
speaker in front of the Hibernia vault.

1

Tobin Suite: In the Tobin Library next to the Sennheiser wireless mic. It can be pluged into any speaker with mic
speaker and TV set up.
capabilities. The box plugs into the speaker and the mic wirelesssly connects to
the box.

1

Lower Level: East side storage room.

American Audio WM219, The American Audio WM219 is a 2-channel UHF
wireless microphone system that includes two wireless microphones, two
different color coded rings (to differentiate each microphone) and a wireless
receiver with individual volume control and audio input for each microphone
The WM219 is designed for use in PA, karaoke, mobile entertainers, schools
and houses of worship. It has a wireless range of 300 feet / 90M (line of site)
and each microphone has 6-10 hour battery life.
• UHF Dual Receiver Handheld Wireless Mic system
• Dual Easyview displays
• 100 Channels per receiver
• FSS Smart Scan searches for the best open frequencies
• 2 detachable UHF antennas. Front or rear mount (includes BNC antenna
cables)
• 19” Rackmount receiver
• 2 handheld transmitters with “aQuevoice” capsules

VIDEO
2

Tobin Suite:1 TV on mobile stand for
presentations. Main Hall: 1 TV on stand in
lounge area.

Samsung TU7000 65inch TV. Smart TV capabilities.

1

Lower Level: In ceiling by the mens
restroom.

Optoma Pro HD20 projector. Projects in HD 1080. Can fit up to 300in screen.
1700 lumens. Connect with HDMI, composite, component, and VGA. Projector
can be mobile throughout venue.

1

Lower Level: Storage room on the west side. Akia 120in portable folding frame. Adjustable heights with 16:9 aspect ratio and
Set up location based on event.
180 degree viewing angle.

1

Lower Level: Lives on the wall by the mens Elite projector screen
restroom or on the east side opposite of the
Jones entrance door.

16

Lower Level: West side storage
area/charging station.

Chauvet EZ Par 64. Can be used as a standlaone product or ran with DMX.

48

Lower Level: West side storage
area/charging station.

Chauvet DJ Freedom Quad Par. Can be used as a standalone product or ran
with DMX.

LIGHTING

